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The Shrinking Kitchen...

The kitchen is on its way out!  Before lockdown maybe. 

 Walls were coming down, open plan kitchen diner/living

spaces were becoming  must haves for families.

Kitchenettes were growing in popularity and islands

became chopping stations, homework centres and

entertainment areas.  It made sense then as people were

eating out more and ordering more app based food.  But

the pandemic has changed all that!  With families 

locked in together the emphasis on preparing food at

home has become essential.  Walls are going back up

around the kitchen. People are baking more and cooking

with kids, but clanging pans are noisy.  The big

open plan areas aren’t working so well now with so many

of us  working from home and studying at the same time.

Spatial needs are different these days.  We think kitchens

will be around for a while.  Mealtimes though have

changed too. Catering for family members who often rise

at different times and follow different routines (if any) can

be simplified. 

Steam and smart ovens as well as Air fryers and Instant

pots have made it  easier now to rustle up healthy family

meals without using too much electricity or  having to

watch the hob. Check out this link on how to make an

easy and healthy cooked breakfast for the family with an

air fryer. www.airfryerbreakfast.com

According to Ikea!

READ ON FOR THE
LOW DOWN ON
MICROWAVES:

Yes, they will soon be a

thing of the past!



Let's face it
microwaves have
always made us 
 uneasy with the
radiation rumours
and the bland
taste, but there are
so many speedy,
convenient
alternatives now!

Hope you enjoyed
this months's tips
Use this code to get
10% discount on
all items online
this month:
NEWSLETTER2

Healthy meals in minutes

Speed and stream ovens

will cook your meal in

minutes.  Meals will be

tastier and much juicier.

These ovens will reheat or

cook your favorite dishes

very fast and result in a

healthier lifestyle. They also

take up very little

space.  Food preparation

might take a wee

bit longer, but the results

will be well worth it. These

latest smart ovens not

only warm your food

quickly, but they will toast

your bread and make

delicious

meals as well There is even

a built-in pizza cooker

integrated in some

models.  Check them out

here

www.speedandsteamovens.

com You might just find

that a smart or steam oven

is the only one

you will ever need.

Rising stars of the kitchen.      Where to store them?

Modern appliance are

making life easier,

but with trends towards

uncluttered worktops and

smart kitchens where do

we keep the things?

First step -  declutter things

you don't use.  Be ruthless,

donate or get rid of unused

items.  Keep frequently

used items handy. Store

blenders  on a hook close to

your chopping area. Use the

space on top of kitchen

cabinets for things you

don’t use every day.  Bigger

appliances can house

smaller appliances. 

For larger items, like

airfryers and slow cookers,

a  small cart<link> can store

all your appliances in one

place. Put your commonly-

used items on top and keep

it in a discreet corner of

your kitchen. Floating

shelves are simple and easy

and will keep things handy

too.  


